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INVITED COMMENTARY

Why the Sexual Tipping Point® Is a “Variable Switch Model”
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The Sexual Tipping Point® (STP) model was designed to
improve understanding about sexual response and sexual disorders. While illustrating whether a man or woman is “turned
on or turned off,” it simultaneously can be used to explain in
substantive detail all the complex biomedical and
psychosocial-cultural factors underlying sexuality. The STP
is one of a number of models previously labeled “Dual
Control,” but it should instead be conceived of as a
“Variable Switch” model. The reasons for this theoretical recapitulation reflects advances in our biological, psychosocial,
and technological knowledge about the human body.
Understanding sexuality is an iterative process and this commentary is also intended to motivate researchers/clinicians to
continue improving upon and expand the STP model’s explanation of the mind/body connection inherent in sexual response and disorders [1, 2].
The STP model has been depicted over the past 20 years
using a number of different schematic diagrams. The key elements of the STP model illustrations are as follows (see
Fig. 1). Two pans labeled “Excitation” and “Inhibition,” respectively, hold two pairs of interconnected containers. The
containers are labeled M (Mental) and P (Physical). The
Mental and Physical containers hold all Exciting and
Inhibiting factors that influence a sex-positive or sexnegative response at a given moment in time. Each of these
factors is variably charged, with variable valence as to the
degree they contribute to the STP. It is noteworthy that some
factors may be neutral at a given moment in time, while some
others are unknown and yet to be discovered. Originally, all
these factors were illustrated as representing multiple discrete
binary “switches” that were flipped (on or off), with the sum
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total of their polarity and valence determining the STP. This
commentary proposes an important yet subtle change from the
STP’s original description that these micro-switches are variable rather than dual control off/on switches.
The STP model was originally developed as a heuristic to
help healthcare professionals and patients (as well as their partners) understand and visualize the overwhelming number of
interrelated organic and psychosocial factors that predispose,
precipitate, maintain, and exacerbate sexual disorders. The STP
and other biopsychosocial models of human sexual response
and disorders have an ever-expanding body of empirically
based quantitative and qualitative evidence supporting a multidimensional conceptualization, especially in the areas of recommended therapy optimization and adherence, and continuation [3–10]. They all essentially teach the truism that every
sexual disorder, regardless of the severity of its organic etiology
(Physical), also has a psychosocial (Mental) component that, if
not causative, is certainly consequential. Perhaps the greatest
advantage of the STP model is its simplicity and the ease with
which it provides clinicians as well as their clients (and partners) with a commonsense explanation of sexual problems and
potential solutions.
The STP model evolved from my many decades of collaboration with Helen Kaplan [11]. Her last book described
and illustrated a “psychosomatic” dual control model of sexual motivation (see Fig. 2). Besides the STP, Kaplan’s cartoon foreshadowed the important work of Bancroft,
Bloemers, Pfaus, and others [12–14]. Bancroft and his
Kinsey Institute colleagues, including Graham, Heiman,
Janssen, Sanders et al., continue providing erudite articulation of dual control theory, research, and related psychometrics, becoming the best known of the dual control models
[12, 15–19]. Kaplan attributed her own viewpoint to
Kupferman who had noted earlier that “all examples of physiological motivational control seem to involve dual effects—
inhibitory and excitatory—which function together to adjust
the system” [11, 20]. In fact, recent fMRI research suggests
that besides neurotransmitters turning on pro-sexual receptor sites, others that are important to sexual function also
need to be shut off. The reverse can of course contribute
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Fig. 1 The Sexual Tipping Point® illustrates all the intra- and interindividual variability characterizing male and female response. This
image is based on the Sexual Tipping Point® model and is used with
the permission of the MAP Education & Research Foundation

to the biological etiology of sexual dysfunction (SD). Or
from a subjective perspective, for a person to maintain sexual arousal, anti-sexual thoughts (believed to reside in the
cortical section) must be inhibited for optimal sexual response [21, 22].
Despite its clinical underpinnings, it is understandable that
the STP model has been aligned with the dual control theories
of others given its similar emphasis on excitation and inhibition. In fact, James Pfaus’ depiction of the STP (see Fig. 3)
and his adaptation of the model for his definitive article on the
Pathways of Sexual Desire [23] were key to the model’s accelerated dissemination [24].

Fig. 2 Dual control elements of
human motivation. A
psychosomatic model. With
permission from [11] (Fig. 2)

However, dual control models have an inherent limitation
in their ability to characterize the working of the mind and
body generally, and human sexual response (HSR) and its
disorders specifically. Conceptualized as simple off/on
switches, or more closely as the net sum of billions of such
charged micro-switches, the analogy fails to fully capture sexual dynamism and the spectrum of biological variability.
Nature is not black and white. Dual-control models are derivative of limited binary algorithms developed for silicon computer chips. However, our human “turn ons and turn offs” are
best understood as continuous and not discrete categories. The
interaction of human receptors, sub-types (known and unknown) along with the neurotransmitters, and hormones that
trigger them (in a dynamic and fluid manner) work differently
from a computer’s digital organizational structure. While
learning and storage of information can be substrate independent, for now, our carbon-based bodies do a much better job of
coding nuanced continuous information than silicon chips.
Developing a best-fit model is not merely a challenge for
sexual medicine. As far back as 1956, the US Navy, in
envisioning artificial intelligence, identified the difficulty in
describing a system (like the brain) that could be characterized
by digital as well as analog features [25]. This quandary is not
unlike the wave/particle conundrum found in physics.
Science borrows ideas from the technology of its time
when formulating its working models. That is as true today
when contemplating computer neural networks as it was in the
1950s when the switchboard was the ubiquitous model for the
brain. While trillions of off/on switches (micro-capacitors)
would generate an almost incalculable array of possibilities,
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Fig. 3 Dual control model with
permission from [22]

they still fail to capture the full continuum of biological and
psychosocial-cultural variability that is sexual response. The
bottom line is that STP factors are continuous; thus, a binary
model (or dual control) is inadequate.
STP model graphics would move closer to an accurate
depiction if each “Mental And Physical” factor was illustrated
as a “dimmer switch.” A dimmer switch image could symbolize the necessary concepts of polarity, valence, and variability
that a continuous spectrum theory requires. A “variable microswitch” offers a description that is closer to the reality of
human experience. As such, incorporating the dimmer analogy allows for easy explanation and understanding for patients
and subsequently facilitates communication of both diagnosis
and treatment formulation.
Valence and polarity for any given factor can change over
time, for a variety of different reasons. Excitement can increase
or decrease at any time and the same is reciprocally true of
inhibition. In other words, any person’s sexual factors
(dimmers) may be “dialed up or dialed down” from their previous charge and weighting. Intrinsic sexual capacity (Physical)
is established at conception via DNA. Epigenetics, the environment and learning (life experiences), enhance and/or inhibit that
capacity resulting in subsequent changes to a factor’s polarization and valence. The dimmer continuously adjusts (see Fig. 4).
Psychologically, any negative sexual experience may shift the
polarity and valence of the individual’s response. An extreme
example is rape, where there is usually an altered response
(auto-association) from a previously desired type of caress (excitation), to the caress becoming terrifying and even nauseating
(inhibition). Yet, for a variety of psychosocial-cultural reasons,
each person’s degree of factor change will vary both within
and between individuals. A dimmer analogy allows for

illustrating/conceptualizing such variability. Reciprocally from
a Physical factor perspective, aging, illness, etc. will inhibit a
once robust response, to one that varies within and between any
given individual.
Conceptualizing etiological factors as changes in dimmer polarity and/or valence also allows for illustration of the impact of
external physical factors that are bidirectional, such as drugs and/
or their side effects. For instance, depression may affect sexual
desire through shared underlying mechanisms. Alleviating depression with medication may increase desire, yet the side effects
of many antidepressants may also have significant adverse effects on desire and orgasmic capacity. Finally, the STP model
can also illustrate a factor’s transformation from neutral to one
resulting in a fetish, as illustrated below in Fig. 4.
Occum and later Einstein suggested that everything should
be made as simple as possible, but not simpler [26]. Perhaps
the above seems a bit complex and convoluted rather than the
intended easy explanation of sex and its disorders. In the
hopes of providing greater clarity, the key elements of the
STP model are concisely summarized and illustrated in
Fig. 5 below. Two pans labeled “Excitation” and
“Inhibition,” respectively, still hold two pairs of interconnected containers. The containers are labeled M (Mental) and P
(Physical) but are now bridged together by an A (And), as
recognition that the line between mental and physical has
become progressively more porous with greater understanding of how thoughts become translated into biochemical/
electrical components. The Mental And Physical containers
still hold all known Exciting (+) and Inhibiting (−) factors that
influence a sex-positive or sex-negative response at a given
moment in time. Each of these billions of factors (now dimmer
switches) is variably charged and with variable valence as to
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STP Model: Variable Factor Polarity and Valence

Fig. 4 Dimmer switches
symbolize potential for variation
in factor polarity and valence.
This image is based on the Sexual
Tipping Point® model and is used
with the permission of the MAP
Education & Research
Foundation

THERE CAN ALSO BE CHANGES IN

MENTAL: RAPE can cause a once desired caress
to become terrifying and nauseating!
PHYSICAL: Aging, Illness, etc, can all inhibit a once robust response
Drugs and/or side-effects can have bi-directional impact!

FETISH: Neutral objects can become eroticized,
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the degree it contributes to the STP. Again, some additional
factors may be neutral (=) and others are not yet discovered
(?). The STP is then the net sum of all Mental and Physical
factors, displayed on a balance scale labeled with a Gaussian
distribution curve that spans from excitation to inhibition (or
Hot to Not). So, each factor’s dimmer switch setting contributes to the STP’s dynamic representation of any individual’s
manifest sexual response at any moment in time.
Unfortunately, we do not yet have a technology so nuanced
that it can truly model either our bodies in general or our
brains in particular. Further elucidation and understanding of
the Sexual Tipping Point model will occur in time. The STP
model will soon be enhanced by developments in human-level
artificial general intelligence (AGI). This may reflect emergence of DNA based nano-switches or perhaps silicon chips

Fig. 5 Each circle inside the
mental and physical containers is
symbolized by a dimmer, whose
valence and polarity contributes
to determining the Sexual Tipping
Point. This image is based on the
Sexual Tipping Point® model and
is used with the permission of the
MAP Education & Research
Foundation

utilizing quantum super positions and entanglement of quantum bits (qbits) [27]. Perhaps science will invent the type of
tiny quantum-based nano-magnetic switch that was capable of
being both on and off at the same time as described in a current
AGI sci-fi novel [28]. However, actually modeling sexual disorders probably requires an organically based technology that
can simulate sexual response at the level of individual molecules or even subatomic particles. Eventually, there will be
neuromorphic (brain-like) computers that may provide the
missing modeling links. Until such a model is created, sexual
balance can be most easily and best understood through application of the STP model.
Communication issues between the partners themselves
and with their healthcare providers can cause, exacerbate, or
interfere with the resolution of sexual difficulties. People often

KEY TO THE SEXUAL TIPPING POINT MODEL SYMBOLS
MAP

MAP

Excitation

Inhibition

2 pairs of interconnected containers on
2 balance beam pans hold all known & unknown
Mental And Physical factors regulating sex.

as to its degree of HOT or NOT
Sex Positive (+) or Sex Negative (-)
Some Factors May Be Neutral (=)
Some Factors Are Unknown(?)
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Fig. 6 Sexual Tipping Point
model approach to sexual
dysfunction (SD). This image is
based on the Sexual Tipping
Point® model and is used with the
permission of the MAP Education
& Research Foundation

First:
Recognize that SD is always
determined by Bio-Medical
Psychosocial-Behavioral &
Cultural Factors

M AP

=

Third:
Identify the key interfering
factors as initial treatment
targets.

EXCITATION

Second:
function at any given
moment in time, is
determined by the net
sum of those factors.

MA P

=

=

INHIBITION

Fourth:
Inspire hope by explaining
the STP formulation and
the initial treatment targets
to the patient.
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fail to communicate their preferences to either their partners or
healthcare professionals due to embarrassment. Restoration of
lasting and satisfying sexual function requires a multifactorial
understanding of all of the forces that created the problem.
Clinicians can inspire hope by explaining the STP formulation
and easily describe the initial treatment process to the patient
and their partners (see Fig. 6.)
In conclusion, the STP model conveniently illustrates all
etiological permutations including “normal” sexual balance. It
is particularly useful for modeling integrated (transdisciplinary)
treatment in an easily understood manner that can be used to
explain risk/benefit to patients with sexual disorders and thus
facilitating both informed consent and genuine understanding.
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